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The GIST initiative is led by the U.S. Department of State, and the Tech-I competition is implemented by AAAS.
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Welcome to the fourth annual GIST Tech-I Final Competition and Award 
Ceremony, hosted as part of the fifth Global Entrepreneurship Summit (GES). 

I am pleased to extend a special welcome to the 30 finalists who are 
representing not only their exciting science and technology innovations but  
also 23 countries from Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East. More 
than 400,000 public votes, the highest number ever, were tallied to select  
these 30 entrepreneurs as Tech-I finalists. The finalists will pitch their ideas  
and startups in front of experts and GES delegates for awards while sharing  
their innovations on the global stage.

As President Obama said,”We believe entrepreneurs can create jobs that  
fortify relationships between countries, build global markets, and help fulfill 
the dreams of all who desire the freedom to make of their lives what they will.”

And since 2011, at the first Tech-I competition, GIST entrepreneurs have 
done just that. We are so proud of our GIST alumni who have created jobs and 
generated $80 million in revenue by commercializing their innovations. Each 
of our 30 finalists is a role model for other youth who have equally innovative 
ideas. I know that like previous GIST Tech-I finalists before them, they will 
take what they learn here and make the world a better place for their family, 
their community, and the world.

The U.S. Department of State leads the Global Innovation through Science and 
Technology (GIST) initiative, and the 2014 GIST Tech-I competition is being run 
by the American Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Sincerely,

Catherine A. Novelli 

welcome: U.S. State Department and AAAS

CATHERINE A. NOVELLI
Under Secretary for 
Economic Growth, 
Energy, and the 
Environment 
U.S. State Department

v
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The American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) would like 
to welcome you to the 5th annual Global Entrepreneurship Summit hosted 
by the Kingdom of Morocco.

We are delighted that you are here for what promises to be a most 
memorable event. It is an honor to have the opportunity to bring such 
amazing entrepreneurs together, and I personally congratulate each fi nalist 
on their success in the GIST Tech-I Competition.

For every major challenge faced by humankind there is a role for science, 
technology and their applications in fi nding a solution. Entrepreneurs such 
as yourselves are harnessing the power and knowledge of science through 
applications to meet society’s needs, whether they be the challenges of 
improving health, increasing agricultural productivity, fi nding innovative ways 
to develop or deliver energy, or using ICT to better connect people to markets. 

Everyone here comes from a diff erent background, each with unique 
experiences. But you are joined with your fellow entrepreneurs in a 
community that understands that innovation and transformation cannot 
exist without ambition and a supportive ecosystem. At AAAS, the world’s largest 
general scientifi c society, we believe in the strength of ideas and their power to 
transform communities. Scientists are at their core entrepreneurs. Perhaps no 
one epitomizes this than the founder of our premier journal, Science, Thomas 
Edison. GES is about ideas and your creativity as entrepreneurs. It is an exciting 
and historic event, and I encourage everyone to actively participate, network, 
and thrive on the opportunities available. 

Sincerely,

Dr. Alan I. Leshner

welcome: U.S. State Department and AAAS

DR. ALAN I. LESHNER
Chief Executive Offi  cer
AAAS

v
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GIST STORY

Imagine two young people—one American, one Zambian—who each have a great science-based 

idea to solve a water problem in their respective communities. One lives in Silicon Valley, one in 

Lusaka. Which one do you think has a better chance of accessing the necessary resources to move  

the idea forward, to develop a prototype and then create a startup? Which community might need 

that solution more? What if young people everywhere, like their counterparts in Silicon Valley, 

were empowered to address local and global challenges through innovation, entrepreneurship,  

and the creation of startups?

In 2010, the U.S. Department of State held a series 

of small conferences around to world that brought 

together governments, academia, and the private 

sector, including successful entrepreneurs from 

emerging economies, to solicit ideas on how to 

empower young innovators globally. The answer  

was surprisingly simple yet complex: innovators 

need the confidence to combat the cultural norms 

that dictate the avoidance of risk and that judge 

failure harshly; they need a support network; they 

need skills to move their ideas from the realm of  

the science laboratory or technology drawing board 

into the business world. Global Innovation through 

Science and Technology—GIST—is the result of this 

fact-finding process.

GIST relates to science and technology entrepreneurs 

because GIST itself functions like a startup. Committed 

to using proven methodology while keeping up with 

the newest trends, GIST tries new things and pivots 

when necessary. GIST first launched using a global 

competition, the Tech-I Competition, to connect 

young innovators with each other, to enhance their 

skills, and to bolster their confidence that they  

could in fact meet the challenges and succeed  

as entrepreneurs. 

GIST is a rich network of people and organizations,  

as well as the GIST alumni who give back by 

supporting each other as well as by learning  

from each other. To enhance the community’s 

interaction, the latest component of GIST,  

launches on November 20, 2014, is GIST Net,  

a one-stop shop for entrepreneurs to connect with 

experts and mentors, potential investors, and each 

other, to share, learn, and advance their startups. 

Will you join GIST? Just go to gistnetwork.org 

History GIST’s Function GIST Network

v
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When participants asked how their local communities could access GIST training, we located 

local partners and started conducting on-the-ground Startup Boot Camps. GIST next created 

a virtual community to ensure participants remained connected after events and to keep them 

energized as they face the risks that come from running a startup. 

The GIST virtual community generated many excellent questions, so we established live interactive 

web-conversations, or TechConnects, with experts. But, clearly the community needed more. 

They asked for more—more support, more information, more access to educational resources, 

and more opportunities to access fi nancing. 

Today, GIST includes many kinds of partners working together on various activities. There are 

private sector partners—a community of experts and mentors from prestigious organizations 

including Stanford and MIT and angel investors from Silicon Valley to New York City. There 

are local partners from around the world, the team at the U.S. Department of State, and some 

amazing implementing organizations. 

The Global Innovation through Science & Technology (GIST) initiative operates at the intersection of science & 
technology, innovation, and entrepreneurship to empower individual innovators and to strengthen entrepreneurial 
ecosystems.  GIST equips young men and women with the skills they need to be successful entrepreneurs and leaders 
who turn their ideas into new ventures that transform their communities. Since its launch in 2011, GIST has engaged 
with more than 2.8 million innovators and entrepreneurs around the world, providing training to over 4,500 startups 
that have generated more than $80 million in revenue. 

The GIST Initiative

v
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AAAS STORY

Founded in 1848, the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)  

is an international non-profit organization which seeks to advance science, engineering, 

and innovation throughout the world for the benefit of all people. 

AAAS is the world’s largest and most prestigious general scientific society, with over 120,000 

individual and institutional members worldwide and is the publisher of the premier

scientific journal, Science.

AAAS draws on a network of experts that includes researchers from all areas of science and 

technology; leaders from academic and government institutions; persons experienced in 

product development and technology transfer; innovators and entrepreneurs from all fields.

AAAS Goals

•  Enhance communication among scientists, engineers,  
and the public;

•  Promote and defend the integrity of science and its use;

•  Strengthen support for the science and  
technology enterprise;

•  Provide a voice for science on societal issues;

•  Promote the responsible use of science in public policy;

•  Strengthen and diversify the science and  
technology workforce;

•  Foster education in science and technology for everyone;

•  Increase public engagement with science and technology

•  Advance international cooperation in science.

v
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AAAS Center for Science Diplomacy
The AAAS Center for Science Diplomacy is guided by 
the overarching goal of using science to build bridges 
between countries and to promote scientifi c cooperation 
as an essential element of foreign policy by raising the 
profi le of science diplomacy, creating a forum for thought 
and analysis, and initiating bilateral activities. Since its 
establishment in 2008, the Center has been particularly 
interested in identifying opportunities for science 
diplomacy to serve as a catalyst between societies where 
offi  cial relationships might be limited and to strengthen 
civil society interactions through partnerships in science 
and technology.

AAAS-Lemelson Invention Ambassadors Program
The AAAS-Lemelson Invention Ambassadors Program 
was designed to highlight and celebrate the importance 
of invention. The primary goal of the program is to 
strive to help cultivate a new and diverse generation of 
inventors and increase global understanding of the role 
of invention in creating a better quality of life, including 
creating new products and building new businesses, and 
the importance of inventors and invention education on 
building economies and fostering innovation.

AAAS Center of Science, Policy, and 
Society Programs
The Center of Science, Policy, and Society Programs 
connect the science and engineering community to policy 
makers and societal interest through an array of diff erent 
programs. Programs include S&T Policy Fellowships; 
Dialogue on Science, Ethics and Religion; Program on 
Science, Human Rights, and the Law; and Research 
Competitiveness Program (RCP). The Center works closely 
with the AAAS Offi  ce of Government Relations to produce 
the annual S&T Policy Forum, the premier science policy 
conference in Washington, DC, the annual S&T Policy 
Leadership Seminar, and the weekly Policy Alert.

AAAS Research Competitiveness Program (RCP)
The AAAS Research Competitiveness Program (RCP) 
provides expert advice to academia, industry, foundations, 
and government agencies investing in, supporting, and 
managing activities in science and technology around the 
world. For nearly twenty years, in more than thirty U.S. 
states as well as internationally, RCP staff  have assembled 
and led carefully-tailored teams of scientists, engineers, 
policy makers, and innovators to provide expert peer 
review and guidance to clients.

Centers and Programs involved in Tech-I:

v
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Tech-i selection process

APPLICATION PHASE 

Asipiring entrepreneurs applied!

FINALISTS TRAINING & MENTORSHIP

Prior to GES, all fi nalists receive two 
days of intense entrepreneurial and 
business training.

Application to Tech-I required a 750
word Executive Summary and a 
90 second video.

AAAS and a team of 20 amazing 
experts are available to train and 
mentor the fi nalists as they 
prepare for the fi nal.

FINALISTS ANNOUNCED

The top 15 Idea stage and the top 15 
Start-up applications are invited to 
participate in the Finals at the Global 
Entrepreneurship Summit.

INITIAL REVIEW 

AAAS conducted an initial review of 
all materials and off ered one-on-one 
support to applicants.

Over 405,000 votes were cast 
around the world during the 
month of voting.

FINAL PITCH

Finalists compete live at the Global 
Entrepreneurship Summit for 
$70,000 in awards.

1

7 8

6

2

Our 30 fi nalists represent 
23 countries in all 4 
sectors of agriculture, 
energy, health, and ICT.

v
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Tech-i selection process

Almost 2,000 applications from 
over 70 countries were reviewed 
by AAAS.

THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING 

FOR OUR AMAZING FINALISTS!In total there are 14 awards to be 
presented at Finals.

GLOBAL PUBLIC VOTING

The promotional videos for the 
semi-fi nalists are posted online.

EXPERT REVIEW
Each review was reviewed by
scientifi c and technological experts 
and innovation and entrepreneurship 
experts.

MENTORSHIP

Continued mentorship with AAAS 
and a network of entrepreneurial, 
scientifi c, and venture capital experts.

SEMI-FINALISTS ANNOUNCED

Our top 65 applications are 
announced to progress to the
next stage of the competition.

73 Experts from around 
the world conducted over 
1600 individual reviews.

65 semi-fi nalists from 35 
countries were trained on how 
to generate votes for their video.

5

3

9

4

v



“Tech-I 2014 has been an such amazing

journey and to reach the fi nals is no 

small feat! It has taken intelligence, 

eff ort, determination, charisma, and 

most of all, the driving desire to make

a diff erence in the world!”

Jennifer Roderick

Tech-I Project Director

v
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Juan Carlos 
 Guáqueta

“I want to make a positive impact 

in Colombia and to inspire young 

Colombians to be creative, believe  

in themselves and create sustainable 

projects for our region.”

I think that my inspiration has always been my parents. My dad is an architect passionate about rural construction,  
art and landscaping. He built his company 30 years ago and taught me about hard work, compromise and social care.  
And my mom, an amazing caring woman that taught me about planning, emotional intelligence and ethics.             

Who inspires you?

v
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Country: Colombia

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: Agriculture

 —
Co-Founder & CEO: 
Juan Manuel Gutierrez

jguaqueta@acuacare.com
 —
Co-Founder & CTO:
Juan Manuel Gutierrez

 —
team members:
Alberto Pardo, CMO

Jorge Luiz Gonzalez

Pilar Santana

 —
Contact info:
www.acuacare.com

@jguaqueta

 —
Current Target Market:
Colombia

 —
Expansion Potential:
Panama, Mexico, Peru and Guatemala

 —

AcuaCare biologically treats wastewater 
using earthworms and microorganisms, 
which transform the pollution in the water 
into organic fertilizer (humus) and allows 
the treated water to be reused for irrigation. 
Compared to traditional technologies, 
AcuaCare is 70% cheaper to use, reduces 
energy consumption by 80%, and is 30% 
cheaper to install sewage water on rural 
houses and communities with even 
lower costs. 

 —
 Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/acuacare

 —

AcuaCare

v
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Sartika 
Kurniali

Country: Indonesia

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: Healthcare

 —
Team Member: 
Sartika Kurniali

info@solusimikro.com
 —
team members:
Dr. Sevenpri Candra, Operational Manager 

Dr. (cand) Brata Wibawa Djojo, Business Development

 —
Contact info:
www.solusimikro.com

 —
Current Target Market:
Indonesian people with Purchasing Power 

Parity (PPP) between$2 and $4 per day. 

 —
Expansion Potential:
Similar emerging countries

 —

1 4



AMI is a mobile application to help Indonesians 
obtain micro insurance. The app facilitates 
registration, remote access to client information, 
cashless transactions for collection and payment 
of premiums, and in the case of health insurance, 
client access to coverage information and the 
claims process.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/ami

 —

AMI“Things HAPPEN when you START 

to take ACTION. I want to be an 

entrepreneur because I can create 

a solution that solves other people’s 

problems and create a sustainable 

business out of it.”
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Kamal 
Alhmoud

“I’m always looking forward to  

positive change in the society  

and the world. I like to be an  

active element in society, and  

this change will make the  

world a better place.”

My inspiration is Mr. Steve Jobs because he was not bogged down when he was a dropout in school.  
He decided to start from scratch and created one of the most successful companies ever (Apple).  
I try to follow his footsteps and his ideas. “Sometimes life hits you in the head with a brick.  
Don’t lose faith...” — Steve Jobs

who inspires you?

1 6



Aster is the fi rst company in the Middle 
East to provide the service of planting roof 
top gardens on residential and commercial 
buildings. Our unique and innovative approach 
utilizes irritation techniques which save large 
volumes of water through re-use in addition to 
providing lighting through solar power. During 
the past two years, we have performed many 
successful projects on home and well-known 
companies in Jordan. In each case the owners 
were very satisfi ed with our work making us 
proud of what we do and leading us to continue 
to provide the best service. We are focused on 
providing environmental solution services with 
the highest levels of customer satisfaction.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/aster

 —

Aster

Country: Jordan

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: Agriculture

 —
Founder & CEO: 
Kamal Alhmoud

kamal_hmood@hotmail.com
 —
team members:
Abdelrahman Abu Roumi, COO

Mohamad Nabhan, PR Offi  cer

 —
Contact info:
www.AsterCompany.com

@AsterCompany

/astercompany

 —
Current Target Market:
Consumers and Merchants in Jordan

 —
Expansion Potential:
Middle East and North Africa

 —
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Mawano 
Kambeu

Country: Zambia

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: ICT

 —
Founder and Managing Director: 
Mawano Kambeu

mawano.kambeu@dczambia.com
 —
Contact info:
www.busticketszambia.com

 —
Current Target Market:
Mass consumer market in 

Zambia who travel by bus 

 —
Expansion Potential:
African markets, starting with southern Africa, 

that have similar transportation structures as 

Zambia, like Malawi, Tanzania, Botswana, etc.

 —

v
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Dot Com Zambia LLC, is a technology company 
specializing in e-commerce platforms for the 
Zambian and Southern African markets. The 
platforms include an e-commerce shopping mall 
made up of multiple local Zambian e-businesses, 
personal online shopping and shipping services 
from around the world, technology services 
for businesses and most recently Bus Tickets 
Zambia, a project that allows consumers in 
Zambia to book and pay for their inter city bus 
travel using a variety of methods from online 
to SMS text to visiting a ticketing agent. 

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/busticketszambia

 —

Bus Tickets Zambia“I strongly believe that Zambia’s 

greatest opportunity to enhance 

its economy, empower its citizens, 

create jobs and ultimately see its 

economic growth increase to 

become a major emerging market 

is dependent upon the success and 

growth of its small and medium 

enterprises. And at the heart of that 

movement lies the entrepreneurs!”

A lot of people inspire me, but my primary source of inspiration is my customers. I started my business 
alone using my kitchen as a warehouse with one customer. That customer told their friends what an 
amazing job I did, soon we had two customers, and then four customers. Now we have hundreds of 
customers from all walks of life, multiple employees in 5 countries around the world.

v
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Mohd. Heikal Bin 
Mohd. Yunus

“Being a medical doctor, my primary 

focus has always been helping people.  

At the same time, being involved in  

the Tissue Engineering field inspires  

me to be more into the clinical 

application of the latest technologies 

 —to take them from lab bench to 

bedside of patients.”

My greatest inspiration has been my mentor, Prof. Dato’ Dr. Ruszymah Idrus. While being a medical doctor,  
she also dedicated her life to medical research, contributing to the advancement of healthcare sector with  

latest technologies and innovative ideas.

Who inspires you?

v
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Country: Malaysia

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: Healthcare

 —
Chief Medical Officer: 
Mohd. Heikal Bin Mohd. Yunus

email@celltissue.com.my
 —
team members:
Prof. Dato’ Dr. Ruszymah Idrus, Director

Dr. Khairul Idzwan Baharin, CEO 

Eff endy Johari, CMO                         

Gargy Lahiry, Project Manager

 —
Contact info:
www.celltissue.com.my

@CellTissueUKM

/CellTissueUKM

 —
Current Target Market:
Qualifi ed aesthetic practitioners/doctors, plastic sur-

geons and even experienced beauticians

 —
Expansion Potential:
Worldwide expansion

 —

CelltiF is a personalized anti-aging and user 
friendly facial treatment solution which 
utilizes the unique method of harnessing 
the rejuvenating powers of user’s own skin 
stem cells to produce optimum level of 
collagen, which is the key for maintaining 
young and fl awless looking skin. Previously, 
collagen has been sourced from various 
unclear origins some of which have caused 
unwanted complications. With CelltiF, collagen 
is produced by the user’s skin cells hence 
increasing the eff ectiveness by up to 90% 
while defi nitely eliminating the bad reputation 
of the current collagen treatments. This 
proprietary technology has taken almost 
15 years to establish and is manufactured 
through a very high production standard 
in our state-of the art cGMP facility. 

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/celltissue

 —

Cell Tissue Technology

v
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Edmund 
Ainebyona

Country: Uganda

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: Healthcare

 —
Project Manager: 
Edmund Ainebyona

edmund.ainebyona@cipher256.com
 —
team members:
Aaron Tushabe, Innovator 

Joshua Okello, Innovator

 —
Contact info:
www.cipher256.com 

@winsenga

/winsenga

 —
Current Target Market:
Clinics and hospitals in Uganda that can’t aff ord 

the expensive alternate equipment, like a fetal 

Doppler or ultrasound scanner

 —
Expansion Potential:
Expand to countries in Sub Saharan Africa 

and other developing countries

 —

v
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WinSenga eFHR, is a low cost mobile-phone 
based ultrasound solution which will help 
midwives, especially in low-resource settings 
in rural areas, to provide quality, accurate, 
and standardized care to mothers and their 
unborn during antenatal care and labor. 
This is achieved through accurate diagnoses, 
alerts, recommendations for medical decisions, 
community-based/integrated monitoring and 
management of risk factors like fetal distress, 
and automated community-based referrals. 
WinSenga eFHR is part of a suite of WinSenga 
apps collectively aiding mother-child health 
diagnosis and care.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/cipher256

 —

Cipher256“I want to make a diff erence by 

providing community-based 

solutions that are of good 

quality, accessible & aff ordable.                                                                  

I am an entrepreneur because 

I want to push my skills to greater 

heights & extend them to those 

that may need to learn from me.”

Mark Zuckerberg inspires because he had a great vision which blew up to a level he never expected. 
He has changed so many lives around the world.

who inspires you?

v
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Islam 
Azeddine 
Mennouchi

“Dalil is a helpful way for blind  

people to make their lives much  

easier by integrating technologies  

in one single and small system.”

2 4



The World Health Organization estimates that 
there are approximately 314 million people 
are visually impaired worldwide, 15% of them 
(about 40 million) are blind. The diffi  culties 
experienced by the blind in their daily lives 
can be classifi ed in four main areas: access to 
written information, displacement, orientation 
and recognition/ localization of objects.

Dalil, meaning “guide” in Arabic, is a system 
that helps blind individuals to navigate in an 
unknown environment through object and 
obstacle detection.

The solution consists of three modules:
- Object detection module
- Orientation and navigation support module
- Detecting obstacles module

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/dalil

 —

Dalil

Country: Algeria

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: Healthcare

 —
Project Lead: 
Islam Azeddine Mennouchi

azeddine.mennouchi@owasp.org
 —
Contact info:
dalil-project.me

 —
Current Target Market:
Middle East

 —
Expansion Potential:
The world

 —
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Onyedikachukwu 
Igili

Country: Nigeria

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: Energy

 —
Technical Lead: 
Onyedikachukwu Igili

onyedikaigili@gmail.com
 —
partner: 
Salem Kosemani
 —
Contact info:
www.igili.net

 —
Current Target Market:
Nigeria and West African Consumers 

and Community 

 —
Expansion Potential:
Africa and the Middle East 

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/dspointtowaste

 —

v
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Onyedikachukwu 
Igili

We advance projects in the digital phase to 
increase speed and effi  ciency. Digital Systems 
(DS) project waste to point is an idea which 
incorporates the use of modern technology in 
the collection and recycling of recyclable waste. 
In addition to reducing the wastage of resources 
this project gives back value to the customer. We 
employ web portals and mobile technology to 
monitor collection and recycling and then utilizes 
card technology and business partnerships to give 
back a value for the collected waste. In DS-Project 
Waste to point, energy is saved, profi t is made, 
and smiles are put on people’s faces.

DS-Project 
Waste to Point

“The need for a greener community 

cannot be over emphasized. I 

believe that developing business 

models that will encourage energy 

utilization, education of greenhouse 

gases and use of alternative energy 

sources will not just save mankind, 

rather it will save the Earth...

I believe that I am an agent 

of change and development.”

I am most inspired by Steve Jobs and his resilience and persistence. He was able to bounce back into 
Apple after losing out in another company he founded.

who inspires you?

v
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Carlos Cortes 
Manica

“I choose to be an entrepreneur  

to give meaning to my life, to  

pursue my own dreams and  

passions, and be the change  

I want to see in the world.”

I’m inspired most by humankind’s potential. I am amazed by how our world has changed positively since  
humans started using science to solve their problems and adapt to its environment. A scientific mind is  
something unique that we humans should preserve forever.

who inspires you?

v
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Country: Mexico

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: Energy

 —
Co-founder & CEO: 
Carlos Cortes Manica

carlos.cortes@enersureste.com
 —
team members:
Juan Manuel Camacho Pérez PhD, 

Research, Development & Innovation

Araceli Ríos Flores PhD, Selective Coating                             

Enrique Camacho Pérez PhD, Vacuum Technology 

—
Contact info:
@cortesmanica

 —
Current Target Market:
Government Buildings and Company Headquarters 

that requires LEED certifi cation

 —
Expansion Potential:
Middle East countries, North and South of Mexico, 

South of United State of America.

 —

v

Enersureste have developed a Solar Air conditioner 
for Governmental and Corporate Headquarters 
Buildings that have the problem of high electricity 
bills and are committed to reducing the CO2 
emissions of their operations. Using desiccant 
technology the solar air conditioner can keep 
hold a room temperature above 22 to 24 °C with 
zero Co2 emissions and 80% electricity savings. 
We believe that the balance between comfort and 
positive impact to environment is possible. Our 
Solar Air Conditioner is powered with renewable 
energy and uses Silica Gel that regenerates 
itself. Contrary to traditional air conditioner 
systems, which use Gas Compression Technology, 
this provides a long term solution since it is  
made of materials that interact smartly with 
the environment, without the need of high 
maintenance costs.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/enersureste

 —

Enersureste
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Jossué Amador 
Andino

Country: Honduras

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: Healthcare

 —
Project Lead: 
Jossué Amador Andino

jamador@unitec.edu
 —
team members:
Bryan Flores

Samuel Cruz

Jose Donaire

 —
Contact info:
biomedicalhn.blogspot.com

 —
Current Target Market:
Latin American health institutions/governments

 —
Expansion Potential:
As a health product, it has a global 

expansion potential.

  —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/hmr

 —

v
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Holographic Medical Robot (H.M.R.) provides a 
solution to those with limited access to medical 
services by off ering general diagnosis to patients. 
H.M.R. starts with the user indicating their 
symptoms to a holographic image of a doctor. 
After explaining their symptoms, H.M.R patients 
will insert their arm to a pressure module to 
measure heart rate and blood pressure. It will also 
off er options to take a blood sample, pictures 
of the patient’s throat, or record the patient´s 
lung function with a stethoscope vest. Access to 
H.M.R. will lower the demand for higher degree 
medical institutions allowing for a better service 
to critical patients.

HMR–Holographic 
Medical Robot

“During the voting for Tech-I, I was 

contacted by a news television         

program and by a local newspaper. 

When the story was published in 

the newspaper, more than 16,500 

people liked the article and it was 

shared more than 700 times 

  through Facebook.”

My biggest inspiration in my career is Nikola Tesla. He was always innovating and developing new 
inventions for the improvement of mankind´s way of living.

who inspires you?

v
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Zied Hosni
“Any entrepreneur needs a helping  

hand to take ideas to the next level  

and GIST Tech-I competition can  

make it real.”

As a web developer I’m inspired by entrepreneurs who revolutionized the way we use Internet. Larry Page  
and Sergey Brin, Google’s founders, started working on the ultimate search engine in the garage starting 
with a simple idea.

who inspires you?

v
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html5-ninja.com is a web site where developers 
can sell their work to millions of buyers all around 
the world without restrictions from territorial and 
geographical factors. The website can attract 
a larger number of buyers as they don’t have 
to provide online informations about their 
credit cards.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/html5ninja

 —

HTML5 Ninja

Country: Tunisia

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: ICT

 —
Manager and web developer: 
Zied Hosni

contact@html5-ninja.com
 —
team members:
Manel Bensalem, SEO manager

Yasmine Hosni, Graphic Artist

Othman Hosni, Graphic Artist

 —
Contact info:
html5-ninja.com

@html5_ninja

/HTML5Ninja

 —
Current Target Market:
Web developers and all those interested by 

the Web and Bitcoin all over the world

 —
Expansion Potential:
Any person who use internet

 —

v
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Sheldon 
Duncombe

Country: Jamaica

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: Healthcare

 —
Project Lead: 
Sheldon Duncombe

sheldonduncombe1994@outlook.com

 —
Current Target Market:
The U.S. 

 —
Expansion Potential:
The world

 —

v
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INSUSUIT intends on being the next major 
breakthrough in the treatment of diabetes, the 
fi rst since the discovery of insulin in 1921. INSUSUIT 
is a Type 1 diabetes correction device which makes 
use of a glucose sensor attached to the individual 
which gives a reading every 15 minutes via a 
monitoring device. The device stores all readings 
in addition to providing corrective action if required. 
The suit is light weight and virtually invisible. It is 
designed to make type 1 diabetics feel normal. The 
way they should feel! 

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/insusuit

 —

INSUSUIT“My entrepreneurial spirit came 

about when I was told by my 

relatives that an idea is no use 

unless it is acted out on. So I 

start doing just that and GIST 

was there to help me.”

My inspiration is Billionaire inventor, Elon Musk. Like Elon, I like innovating things that will help mankind 
without harming the environment in the process, which is evident with his super electric cars.

Who inspires you?

v
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Dessy 
Aliandrina

“An entrepreneur has to be able  

to identify, seek and create 

opportunities, be innovative,  

and be able to make a difference. 

Entrepreneurs are a pool of people 

who have integrity, commitment, 

persistency, and are able to make  

a difference.”

In business, my inspiration is Sir Richard Branson. His brave and creative ideas, sometimes—or maybe most  
of the time—are viewed as unusual. That is how he brands himself and that becomes his uniqueness.

Who inspires you?

v
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Country: Indonesia

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: ICT

 —
Founder: 
Dessy Aliandrina

dessy.aliandrina@surya.ac.id

 —
co-founders:
Heru Wijayanto

Defi nta Ria Astuti

 —
Contact info:
@ech_03

 —
Current Target Market:
Visitors from Australia, USA, Asia, Western 

and Northern Europe

 —
Expansion Potential:
The world

 —

I-Site is a creative tourism portal which provides 
information about West Sumatra. Currently there 
is a gap in online information available about West 
Sumatra and I-site solves this problem. Diff ering 
from existing tourism websites, I-Site does not only 
provide information for tourists to plan their trips, 
but also invites tourists and interested individuals 
to become contributors to the pages. 

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/i-site

 —

I-Site

v
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Shahd 
AlShehail

Country: Saudi Arabia

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: ICT

 —
Co-founder and CEO: 
Shahd AlShehail

hello@projectjust.com
 —
Co-Founder & COO:
Natalie Grillon

 —
Contact info:
www.projectjust.com

@project_just

 —
Current Target Market:
Small to medium brands with commitments 

to sustainability and ethics in North America

 —
Expansion Potential:
UK, Europe, and Middle East

 —

v
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JUST is transparency in fashion supply chains. 
We connect designers and consumers to best-in-
class ethical suppliers, using technology and data 
to tell the stories behind our clothing and create 
positive impact in the fashion industry.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/just

 —

JUST“My purpose in life is to be 

in services to others. I run 

on ideas. I’m a risk-taker. 

And I believe we all have 

an important role to play 

in creating a better future.                                               

Entrepreneurship is a crucial 

part of the global and local 

economy, it breeds innovation 

and economic development.”

At JUST we are inspired by the stories of the suppliers that we are working with, like the farmers who 
are gaining higher incomes, better market access and real partnerships with the supply chains. 

who inspires you?

v
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Felipe Varea
“Being involved in GIST Tech-I  

has been a rewarding experience 

because we have seen how people 

support us and believe that our 

project can mean a breakthrough  

in technology, both at the country 

level, and globally, so we are 

grateful for the opportunity.”

Our founder’s inspiration is Ada Lovelace, the world’s first computer programmer and stereotype breaker.  
“That brain of mine is something more than merely mortal; as time will show.”

who inspires you?

v
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Kaitek Labs harness the computing power of 
bacteria, turning them into in vivo testing assays 
for virtually any target metabolite. Kaitek has 
developed three basic synthetic pathways that 
allow bacteria to identify, measure and ultimately 
translate the assessed information to the user. 
These routes will be materialized in the company’s 
fi rst product: a red tide detection kit known 
as RTDK.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/kaiteklabs

 —

Kaitek Labs

Country: Chile

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: Healthcare

 —
Founder & COO: 
Felipe Varea

fvarea@kaiteklabs.com
 —
team members:
Emilia Díaz, Founder and CEO

Cristóbal Aller, CTO

 —
Contact info:
www.kaiteklabs.com 

@KaitekLabs

/KaitekLabs

 —
Current Target Market:
Shellfi sh producers and public health 

offi  cials in Latam and Oceania

 —
Expansion Potential:
Fishing, Health and Tourism industries 

in all coastal countries

 —

v
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Cynthia 
Ndubuisi

Country: Nigeria

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: Agriculture

 —
CEO: 
Cynthia Ndubuisi

confi dentcyndy@gmail.com
 —
team members:
Stephen Ugwudi, COO  

Clinton Ndubuisi, Research Specialist                   

Gary Mastro, Mentor

 —
Current Target Market:
Small and large scale cassava and 

livestock farmers 

 —
Expansion Potential:
Sub-saharah Africa, Latin America and Asia

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/kpc

 —

v
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Kadosh Production Company (KPC) intends on 
utilizing cassava in an environmentally-friendly, 
waste-reducing manner. Annually, Nigeria is the 
largest producer of cassava resulting in over 
12 million metric tons of peel being burnt by 
farmers to dispose of cheaply. This releases toxic 
carbon monoxide and other pollutants in to the 
atmosphere damaging the air quality for people 
living in local communities. KPC is comprised of 5 
innovations: a drying platform for the cassava peels 
to be used instead of burning the waste; clean dried 
cassava peels that can be sold as goat feed; a diet 
prescribed to goat farmers, designed by animal 
scientists that utilizes cassava peels; facilitating 
micro-credit loans to build drying platforms; and 
linking cassava processors and goat keepers.

Kadosh Production 
Company (KPC)

“Since my application to Tech-I, 

KPC Feed Innovation have been 

able to carry out practical 

implementation on 5 farmers 

having 30 – 50 goats and sheep 

each,  which was successful as 

they benefi ted greatly from it, 

loved it and desired that it 

should be used on daily basis.”

Bill Gates.”Humanities greatest advances are not in its discoveries but how those discoveries are applied 
to reduce inequality.”

who inspires you?

v
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David 
Gluckman

“Inexpensive but highly functional 

technology is widely available 

to be used for a wide range 

of human challenges—this is 

where I want to invest my time.                                                                     

I love seeking out opportunities  

and exploring innovation to see  

how good businesses can be built.”

We are a blip on the timeline of life on Earth, so I am inspired by people who are creating things to not only  
advance our civilisation but for the betterment of all.

Who inspires you?

v
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Country: South Africa

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: ICT

 —
Project Manager: 
David Gluckman

info@lumkani.com
 —
team members:
Francois Petousis, Cofounder/Engineer/Strategy 

Samuel Ginsberg, Cofounder/Technical Director

Max Basler, Industrial Design 

Emily Vining, Community Relations 

Paul Mesarcik, Engineer/Strategy

 —
Contact info:
www.lumkani.com

@lumkanifi re

 —
Current Target Market:
To generate grassroots demand we will sell 

directly to shack dwellers as well as to governments, 

international donor agencies & corporations.

 —
Expansion Potential:
Sub-Saharan Africa, India and other parts 

of South Asia and South America 

 —

Lumkani is a technology start-up with a vision to 
mitigate the loss of life and property associated 
with shack fi res in South Africa and across the 
globe through proactive and early warning. 
Our device is an innovative heat detector, which 
is connected through a transmission network 
to other detectors in a community creating 
a community-wide alert to the danger. By 
being essentially low-cost we believe we can 
unlock collaborative potential and achieve this 
vision and much more in under-served markets. 

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/lumkani

 —

Lumkani

v
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Shahzeb 
Mirza

Country: Pakistan

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: ICT

 —
Co-Founder and CEO: 
Shahzeb Mirza

info@magision.com
 —
team members: 
Salman Sikandar, Co-Founder, COO 

Waheed Ud Din Siddiqui, Co-Founder and CTO
 —
Contact info:
www.magision.com

@magision

 —
Current Target Market:
Online retailers willing to advertise in the 

real marketplace

 —
Expansion Potential:
USA

 —

v
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Magision enables individuals to interact with the 
digital world irrespective of their experience with 
computers. We target this previously untapped 
consumer market and generate massive economic 
value for brands in developing countries. We 
achieve this by combining intuitive control of 
hands in air, moving beyond the User Interface of 
a touch screen or mouse and designing hardware 
that produces holographic images viewable from 
360 degrees. The result is a realistic display that 
allows users to browse through diff erent products 
of a brand, use gestures to rotate an object, zoom 
in/out and switch between diff erent products.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/magision

 —

Magision“To me, being focused and having 

a wild imagination is key. I believe 

it is what empowers us to dream 

big dreams and accomplish them 

at the same time. We’re three young 

and foolish guys. We just learn faster 

and work harder than most. You’d 

be surprised how far that really 

gets you.”

It’s a beautiful world with a lot of people doing really amazing things, really. 

who inspires you?

v
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Muchu Kaingu
“My project has been inspired by  

my time in the retail industry  

and the appreciation I have for  

the daily frustrations of the African 

retailer. Initiatives like GIST  

are very beneficial to Africa.  

Not only do they give seed 

  capital to promising innovators,  

but they also provide the much 

needed publicity and mentorship.”

My biggest inspiration is my father. He is the smartest, most hardworking and most ethical person I know.

who inspires you?

v
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m-retailer is a cloud-based mobile application 
that interfaces with Point of Sale and Stock 
Management Systems to give better business 
insights to African retailers. With m-retailer, 
retailers in Africa can use their smart phones 
to do the following:

•  Securely access all their business 
information remotely

•  Quickly perform stock enquiries by 
scanning barcodes

•  Take inventory of their stock

•  Place orders for stock that is running
low on the go

•  Stealthily perform price comparisons at 
competitors facilities and strategically price 
their products

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/m-retailer

 —

m-Retailer

Country: Zambia

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: ICT

 —
Technical Lead: 
Muchu Kaingu

muchu@m-retailer.net
 —
team member:
Evelyn Chilomo, Business Advisor

 —
Contact info:
www.m-retailer.net

 —
Current Target Market:
Retailers in Zambia

 —
Expansion Potential:
Retailers in Africa, North America, 

Asia and Europe

 —

v
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Leonardo 
Nunes Ricucci

Country: Chile

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: Healthcare

 —
CEO: 
Leonardo Nunes Ricucci

leo@novalact.com 
 —
Co-founders:
Francisco Arriaza, CSO

Rodrigo Leyton, COO

 —
Contact info:
www.novalact.com

 —
Current Target Market:
Global chemical or pharmaceutical companies 

with an interest in probiotic solutions for 

human health. 

 —
Expansion Potential:
We hope to reach everywhere in the world 

where people consume regularly dairy products. 

 —

v
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Novalact is a biotech start up focused on the 
research and development of a new probiotic 
which will reduce and eliminate the symptoms 
of lactose intolerance. We focus on creating a 
simple, streamlined probiotic aimed at providing 
long-lasting protection against the most common 
symptoms of lactose intolerance, like abdominal 
pains and bloating or in the worst cases diarrhea 
and vomiting.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/novalact

 —

Novalact“I love working with bright minds, 

developing world-changing ideas 

and products. It may fail and 

we might not make it, but the 

experience is invaluable and 

exciting. We are living in 

revolutionary times regarding 

science and technology, and 

what changes we make today 

might have an impact on the 

future of humanity. I want to 

improve the world we live in.”

Randy Pausch has been a big infl uence on my vision as a person and as an entrepreneur. The way 
he describes the brick walls we face on our lives not as a diffi  culty, but as a challenge to be tackled 
provides a motivational boost every time. 

who inspires you?

v
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Charles 
Akhimien

“One has to make a difference in  

the world. This prompted me to 

become a social entrepreneur,  

in order to be able to combine  

my medical background with  

my zest to change the world in  

order to solve some of Africa’s  

most pressing health issues.”

Dr Strive Masiyiwa.”The opportunity is in the problem. The moment I see the problem, I immediately begin  
to think about the opportunities that can be created by trying to solve it.”

Who inspires you?

v
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Country: Nigeria

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: Healthcare

 —
Co-Founder: 
Charles Akhimien

charles@mobicure.biz
 —
team members:
Dr Emmanuel Owobu, Co-founder, Nigeria         

Raman Anurag, Software engineer, India

 —
Contact info:
www.mobicure.biz

@iakhimien

/iakhimien

 —
Current Target Market:
Parents and health care professionals in Nigeria

 —
Expansion Potential:
West Africa and the rest of sub-Saharan Africa

 —

MOBicure is a mobile health (mhealth) startup 
which provides mobile technology solutions 
in health care, especially for the developing 
world. Our fl agship product is called �M�MI 
(which means “my child”). �OMO�MI is a mobile 
application that enables parents to easily 
monitor their children’s health at the touch 
of a button. The app has a vibrant Mothers 
Community (a social platform where mothers 
interact with one another as well as with 
doctors) which has enabled mothers to spot 
potential life-threatening health problems 
in their children even before they become 
apparent. �OMO�MI is the very FIRST and ONLY 
app worldwide that focuses on addressing 
ALL of the World Health Organization’s (WHO) 
Childhood Survival Strategies—which were 
developed to reduce child and maternal 
mortality. With almost 2000 downloads in 
just a few months, the product has over 500 
active users. 

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/mobicure

 —

OMOMI

v
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Mixon 
Faluweki

Country: Malawi

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: Energy

 —
Founder: 
Mixon Faluweki

faluweki@gmail.com
 —
contact info: 
@faluweki
 —
Current Target Market:
Customers and Merchants in Malawi, Zambia, 

Tanzania and Mozambique 

 —
Expansion Potential:
The rest of Africa and some parts of Asia

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/padoko

 —

v
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Padoko charger is a mobile phone charging device 
that enables individuals to charge their phones 
and other electronic devices using a bicycle as they 
travel between locations. This provides a solution 
to the lack of electricity in the majority of homes 
in many African states, including Malawi. With the 
introduction and rise of technological gadgets, 
such as mobile phones, many people are forced to 
pay money every time they need to recharge their 
devices. Alternative available energy sources are 
comparatively expensive making them inaccessible 
to majority of the targeted customers. Padoko 
charger aims to solve these problems as it utilizes 
a readily available source, a bicycle, which is owned 
by the majority of individuals in Africa to charge a 
number of devices.

PADOKO Charger“I have always wanted to serve my 

country, Malawi, and the world 

with innovative products that 

provide solutions to problems 

faced by the majority of our rural 

populations. I realized early on that 

entrepreneurship is key to national 

development and that young people 

should be active players.”

I am greatly inspired by Mr. Gospel Kazako, a renowned journalist in Malawi who after working as 
a journalist for some years, opened his own radio station. This station responds to the need of the 
majority of Malawians especially those in rural areas, giving them access to information and a forum 
to be able to voice their concerns. 

Who inspires you?

v
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Waleed Jan
“I want to let the people,  

especially young people,  

know that innovation and 

enterpreneurship are not  

impossible, you just need  

to focus and to know your  

own strengths.”

My family. They make me believe that the impossible can be done. 

who inspires you?

v
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Country: Saudi Arabia

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: Healthcare

 —
Project Manager: 
Waleed Jan

x.wjan.x@gmail.com
 —
Contact info:
@welloj

 —
Current Target Market:
Companies that manufacture and distribute 

vision impaired equipments and instruments 

 —
Expansion Potential:
The world

 —

Re Braille

Re-Braille is the fi rst purely mechanical Braille 
typing machine that does not require electricity 
or batteries. It allows the typist to proofread the 
text and to apply edits on Re-Braille prior to 
embossing the paper in addition to allowing the 
user to  re-emboss the same page multiple times 
without the need of re-typing the same page. 

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/re-braille

 —

v
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Alim 
Khamitov

Country: Kazakhstan

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: ICT

 —
Founder: 
Alim Khamitov

alikhamt@umail.iu.edu
 —
Current Target Market:
Consumers and Organizations in Kazakhstan 

and the Customs Union (Kazakhstan, Russia, 

and Belarus) 

 —
Expansion Potential:
CIS countries and North America

 —

v
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“As a teacher, I have motivated 

many students to generate their 

own business ideas in classes. 

The Tech-I competition is a 

great example of fair promotion 

of innovative products and the 

cool experience of participation 

at the international level.”

My biggest inspiration is Steve Jobs. I am always motivated by his view on design and user experience, 
how he percieved his products, and how he focused on details. “Design is not what it looks and feels like. 
Design is how it works.”

who inspires you?

RobiGroup 
Project “Dozor”

We are an IT company that specializes in web 
development, game and mobile applications 
development, robotics, and automation of 
technological processes. Project Dozor aims to 
reduce the threat posed by apartment thefts. 
Our solution uses GSM door phones, which 
automatically alert the apartment owner’s 
mobile phone of a visitor. The system plays 
the role of an inexpensive security system 
that allows it to be eff ectively used it in 
apartments, cottages, and all forms of 
access controlled buildings.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/robigroup

 —

v
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Hicham 
Zarrouky

“I want to create simple solutions. 

Sheaply embraces the new era of 

collaborative consumption and 

brings the sharing economy into 

people’s daily lives, disrupting the 

classical b2b and b2c economies  

and way of thinking.”

My figures of inspiration are people who have this amazing ability to envision a world of infinite possibilities,  
even if some of them are thought to be beyond imagination.

Who inspires you?

v
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Country: Morocco

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: ICT

 —
Co-Founder & CEO: 
Hicham Zarrouky

h.zarrouky@sheaply.com
 —
Co-Founder & CPO:
Yassine Zyad

 —
Contact info:
www.sheaply.com

 —
Current Target Market:
The exchange axis between Morocco and France 

 —
Expansion Potential:
Main economic partners of Morocco which are: conti-

nental Western Europe (Spain, Italy, Belgium, Neth-

erlands and the UK), North America (USA & Canada) 

and the Middle East (KSA, EAU)

 —

Sheaply is a website that solves two issues:

•  Shipping an item to the other side of the 
world cheaply and quickly

•  Buying abroad and getting delivered for 
a reasonable price

Sheaply realized a simple fact: there are millions of 
travelers every day. So, during their trips, why not 
carry items or buy and deliver goods for money? 
Sheaply connects travelers with people who want 
to ship items or have goods bought and delivered 
for them, especially in countries where it is hard 
to buy online. It is a win-win situation where 
travelers make money, shippers send their items 
cheaper and buyers get home what they can’t 
fi nd or can’t buy abroad with their national 
credit card.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/sheaply

 —

Sheaply

v
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Pavel 
Santos

Country: Dominican Republic

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: ICT

 —
Quality Assurance Project Manager: 
Pavel Santos

santospav_25@hotmail.com
 —
team members:
Randy Feliz, Software Developer and Analyst 

Pamela Amaro, General Business Manager 

 —
Current Target Market:
Universities, Colleges and Schools (Worldwide) 

that are using E-Learning.

 —
Expansion Potential:
Universities, Colleges and Schools (Worldwide) 

with the possibility of getting an 

E-Learning platform.

 —

v
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With the STILMS platform, educational 
institutions will be able to off er an eff ective 
tool that will determine the needs and 
capacities of each individual who uses it. 
Based on the results of several psychological 
tests, this platform or individual module will 
dramatically increase educational quality, save 
money, time and resources because it will easily 
determine the student’s intelligence and how 
he/she learns (audio-visual, audio or books), in 
addition to providing the appropriate resources 
to be utilized according to these parameters. 

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/STILMS

 —

STILMS“I consider myself as a leader 

who has the responsibility to 

make things happen on behalf 

of the society to make a better 

world. By starting to identify 

small solutions to small problems 

in my community, I believe that 

step-by-step I will make the 

diff erence that will turn into 

a big solution at the end 

of the day.”

My mother, Francisca Núñez, inspires me. Since I was a child my mother has taught me that education is 
the key to change myself, my community, society, and the whole world. We just need to work hard and go 
the extra mile. 

 

who inspires you?

v
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Dilmurod 
Eshmuradov

“I have always dreamed of owning  

a private business. A business  

which would improve people’s  

lives and be environmentally- 

friendly. It’s my social responsibility.”

v
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UzSolar is a portable solar power system which 
can be used in households and small businesses in 
Uzbekistan. Our aim is to allow Uzbekistan province 
homeowners who often suff er from a shortage of 
electricity to enjoy continuous power in a clean, 
environmentally friendly and aff ordable way. 

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/uzsolar

 —

UzSolar

Country: Uzbekistan

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: Energy

 —
Project Manager: 
Dilmurod Eshmuradov

dilmurodedu@gmail.com
 —
Current Target Market:
Uzbekistan households, small businesses 

and small agricultural farmers

 —
Expansion Potential:
All of Uzbekistan

 —

v
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Wassim 
Zoghlami

Country: Tunisia

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: Healthcare

 —
Founder and Managing Director: 
Wassim Zoghlami

wassim@whatsinproduct.com
 —
Contact info:
whatsinapp.net

@wassimply

 —
Current Target Market:
The United States 

 —
Expansion Potential:
The world

  —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/allervoid

 —

v
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Allervoid specialize in providing consumers 
with an easier, smarter, and safer shopping 
experience. We achieve this using our mobile 
application and associated database. Our mobile 
application provides individuals, especially those 
with chemical allergies, with relevant information 
regarding chemicals and ingredients of products 
simply by scanning the product UPC. The data 
they receive allows individuals to avoid potential 
harm and allergic reactions due to ingredients 
which may exist in products. Our learning profi les, 
visualized information, sophisticated database 
and algorithms provide an advantage to capture 
a percentage of the $350 billion cosmetic, beauty 
and personal care product global market.

Allervoid (Formerly What’sin)
“I don’t think anyone decides to 

be an entrepreneur; they simply 

reach the point where they can 

no longer not be an entrepreneur. 

Sure, it takes a certain type of 

individual and certain set of 

circumstances, but suddenly 

you have this sense of unwavering 

commitment and the belief that 

you can succeed.”

For me, my father was my ultimate childhood superhero. He was able to heal sickness and relieve pain using 
the magic of medicine.

Who inspires you?

v
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Behaylu 
Abreha

“I believe that biotechnology can 

make anything for society. So, I  

seek to utilize this technology to 

alleviate major societal problems  

in Ethiopia.”

My inspiration is Nelson Mandela, especially in his speech, “NOTHING SEEMS IMPOSSIBLE UNTIL IT IS DONE.”

Who inspires you?

v
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Country: Ethiopia

Stage of Development: Startup

Sector: Agriculture

 —
General Manager: 
Behaylu Abreha

abrehabehaylu@yahoo.com

 —
Current Target Market:
Ethiopia 

 —
Expansion Potential:
All of Africa

 —

YB Plant Micro propagation Plc. is a technology 
center for biotechnology and a breakthrough 
initiative for the production of green feed 
through hydroponics, a microbial laboratory 
for the mushroom spawn production, and 
production of basic, pre basic and certifi ed 
potato seed through Aeroponics.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/ybplant

 —

YB Plant 
Micropropagation 
Plc.

v
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Adwoa Asiedua 
Boateng

Country: Ghana

Stage of Development: Idea

Sector: Healthcare

 —
Team Leader: 
Adwoa Asiedua Boateng

adwoaboateng90@gmail.com
 —
team members:
Francis Okunade, Business Strategy 

Daniel Botchway, Software Development                            

Philip Boye-Doku, Software Development

 —
Current Target Market:
Smaller health facilities and larger health facilities 

where patients are refered to within Accra, Ghana

 —
Expansion Potential:
Ghana and the West African Sub-region

 —

v
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Yini is an Open MRS that electronically 
records patient medical history and stores 
patient information on a central system so 
that all health facilities in the country, even 
those under trees, can be accessed.

 —
Tech-I Video & Application Page:
aaas.org/tech-i/yini

 —

YINI“We are what we repeatedly 

do. Excellence is not an act, 

but a habit. I’m an entrepreneur 

because I want people to be 

fi nancially empowered to 

aff ord their basic needs.”

Everyday I’m inspired. I’m inspired by children walking to school, bus drivers, labourers, and market women. 
Why do they inspire me? They inspire me because they work hard so that they can have a better life. 

who inspires you?

v
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Anwar Aridi

SRI International, World Bank Consultant 

Anwar is an Economic & Technology Policy Analyst at SRI International specializing in 
innovation policy, R&D strategy, economic development, & technology entrepreneurship. 
He previously worked at the World Bank on projects related to innovation & knowledge-
based growth, entrepreneurship, & highly skilled migration. Anwar is also a Ph.D. 
candidate at the Trachtenberg School of Public Policy & Administration at the George 
Washington University (GWU) specializing in science & technology policy. 

Itzam De Gortari, Ph.D.

CEO, TechBA Program Seattle

Itzam has a PhD in physics from the University of Cambridge & worked in Research 
and Development institutions including the Max Planck Institute and the Cavendish 
Laboratory. As an entrepreneur & an accomplished trainer of the Lean StartUP model 
he has raised the capital & founded a Biotech company. In the last five years he 
contributed with his scientific, technological & business experience to the economic 
development of his country, Mexico, as the CEO of the TechBA program in Seattle. 

SPEAKERS | MENTORS | JUDGES

v
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Ivy Estabrooke Ph.D.

Executive Director, Utah Science Technology and Research Initiative

Ivy manages the State Of Utah’s research, development & commercialization program. 
Her team provides services, tools, & loans for tech business start-ups in the State while 
also funding commercially relevant research in the State university system. Previously 
Ivy worked for the US Department of the Navy, managing domestic & international 
science and technology programs. She received a PhD in neuroscience from Georgetown 
University, a MS in National Security Strategy & Resource Management from the 
National Defense University & a BA in Biological Sciences from Smith College.

Kellye Eversole

President, Eversole Associates

After working in the US Senate on agricultural, environmental, trade, & budget 
issues for 10 years & serving 2 years as the head of a Federal study commission, 
Kellye established Eversole Associates. Eversole Associates specializes in domestic & 
international science & technology agricultural, environmental, & economic 
development issues & projects, assisting companies & industries in establishing 
long-term strategic visions. Kellye, a long-time advocate for agricultural 
biotechnology as a mechanism for enabling agricultural prosperity, serves 
as Executive Director of the Specialty Crop Regulatory Assistance initiative 
& Chief Science and TechnologyOffi  cer of IE-Strategic Crop Services. 

SPEAKERS | MENTORS | JUDGES
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Julie Goonewardene

Associate Vice Chancellor for innovation and strategic investment, University of Texas (UT) System 

Julie serves as the strategic leader and advisor for the UT System & UT institutions 
in all areas related to commercialization, growth & expansion of innovation & 
entrepreneurship. She also is a member of the Board of Trustees for the American 
Medical Association & was recently named by the Secretary of Commerce to the 
National Advisory Council for Innovation & Entrepreneurship (NACIE). Julie is an 
experienced entrepreneur, having co-founded Cantilever Technologies and
Technology Solutions (TSC).

Ravi Gupta

Ravi is an innovation and Intellectual Property economist, who leverages his knowledge 
of technology commercialization, innovation economics, & technology and energy 
policy to contribute to economic development. Through the World Bank, he advises 
innovative firms, and national & regional governments on topics related to venture 
financing, innovation, IP monetization, & IP policy. With extensive experience in 
technology commercialization, angel investing, & establishment of innovation funds,  
his interest also covers the theoretical & analytical studies on topics such as valuation  
of intangible assets, open innovation models, economic analysis of IP law, and 
entrepreneurship. 

SPEAKERS | MENTORS | JUDGES
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Klein Ileleji, Ph.D.

Associate Professor & Extension Engineer in Agricultural & Biological Engineering, 
Purdue University

Prior to joining the faculty at Purdue in August 2004, Klein was a post-doc at 
Purdue & the University of Minnesota. He has successfully mentored student 
teams at Purdue in the Soybean Innovation Competition & the Burton D. Morgan 
Entrepreneurship competition. He is currently undertaking a one-year fellowship 
at the Purdue Faculty Entrepreneurship Leadership Academy. Klein’s research focus 
& interest at Purdue University are in the areas of grain post-harvest technology, 
biomass feedstock systems engineering, powder technology & renewable energy/
energy effi  ciency. 

David Ireland, Ph.D.

General Manager, International & Innovation Systems, Commonwealth Scientifi c and 
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) 

David develops and manages key national and global strategic partners of CSIRO, 
the organisation’s global innovation precinct strategy, and innovation policy. 
David is also currently a Governor of WWF Australia and the Chair of the Federal 
Government’s Horizon Scanning working group. David previously worked in research 
commercialisation management consulting, spun-out a number of companies, and 
has been a post doctoral researcher at the University of Queensland’s Institute for 
Molecular Biosciences and the UQ Business School. 

SPEAKERS | MENTORS | JUDGES
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Jamie Link, Ph.D.

Business Development Manager, EDF Renewable Energy

Jamie leads business development for EDF Renewable Energy’s Government Energy 
Solutions team where she is responsible for bringing the experience & capabilities of 
the Group to bear in the U.S. federal market. Prior to joining EDF Renewable Energy, 
Jamie served as a Senior Technical Advisor & Acting Program Manager at the U.S. 
Department of Energy where she focused on funding breakthrough technologies to 
improve energy efficiency & energy management in the manufacturing sector. 

Celia Merzbacher, Ph.D.

Vice President, Innovative Partnerships, Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC) 

Celia is responsible for developing new initiatives and partnerships with stakeholders 
in government & the private sector in support of SRC’s research & education goals. 
She has led the establishment of SRC’s newest research program, which focuses on 
Trustworthy and Secure Semiconductors and Systems. Prior to joining SRC, Celia 
was Assistant Director for Technology R&D in the White House Office of Science and 
Technology Policy, Executive Director of the President’s Council of Advisors on Science 
and Technology, & a materials scientist at the Naval Research Laboratory.

SPEAKERS | MENTORS | JUDGES
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Karen Peterson

Senior Advisor, National Institute of Biomedical Imaging & Bioengineering, National 
Institutes of Health

Karen serves as Senior Advisor at the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging 
and Bioengineering at the National Institutes of Health. As part of her duties, she 
directs Global Health activities for the Institute. She holds a Ph.D. in chemistry 
from the University of California. Her scientifi c background is in spectroscopy-
based technology development, most recently non-invasive blood glucose 
monitoring.

Shirlayne Quale

Managing Partner, Q3 International, LLC; Asst. Director, Employer Relations, Dixie State 
University

Shirlayne is a social entrepreneur with a passion for education & leadership 
development. Having spent the fi rst part of her career developing innovative
programs & international public-private partnerships in medical education,
technology commercialization, entrepreneurship & leadership at the University
of Utah, she now coaches individuals & organizations to harness creative energy
& achieve sustainable growth. She teaches innovation, leadership & career
development, currently serves as the state chair for a national women’s network,
& actively supports leadership development for women & girls around the world.

SPEAKERS | MENTORS | JUDGES
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Yvette Ramos

Managing Director, Swiss Engineering Genève

With a background in Engineering and over 20 years professional experience, Yvette has 
developed extensive knowledge of human resources management theories & principles, 
& reinforced her competencies in the application of modern management techniques, 
implementation of human resources planning & career development programmes. Over  
the last ten years, Yvette has worked with international teams, in the private & public 
sector, in the business & humanitarian environment. She holds the position of Expert  
at the specialized UN Agency ITU, the International Telecom Union, Development Bureau,  
& the World Meteorological organization, both with HQ in Geneva, Switzerland.

Robert Rudnitsky

Scientific Advisor, NIST Center for Nanoscale Science & Technology

Robert Rudnitsky is the Scientific Advisor for the NIST Center for Nanoscale Science 
and Technology. Prior to joining NIST, he worked as an applied physicist in the State 
Department’s Office of Space and Advanced Technology, advising on advanced technologies, 
including nanotechnology. He was elected to chair the international Organisation for 
Economic Cooperation and Development Working Party on Nanotechnology and also 
chaired the U.S. National Nanotechnology Initiative’s Global Issues in Nanotechnology 
interagency working group policy. 

SPEAKERS | MENTORS | JUDGES
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Mike Snyder

President & co-founder, International Foundation for Entrepreneurship, Science, 
& Technology (IFEST)

Mike is a social entrepreneur & economist with extensive international experience 
developing & executing science & technology-based initiatives. Mike is the President 
& co-founder of the International Foundation for Entrepreneurship, Science, and 
Technology (IFEST) & advisor to several IT, telecom, ecommerce, chemical, agricultural, 
& biotechnology ventures. Recently, Mike has joined with several partners to create 
ForwardHeroes, a new initiative to help military veterans transition to civilian careers. 
Mike has over 20 years of senior executive experience leading policy, technical analytic, 
& project teams for US Government & non-governmental organizations.

Mary Thomas

Program Offi  cer, Gates Foundation

Mary is a health scientist with over 10 years of experience in the non-profi t sector, 
federal government & various research institutions. Mary is a Program Offi  cer in Global 
Health, Discovery & Translational Sciences, where she supports the foundation’s eff orts 
to improve health outcomes for women & children living in developing countries. Prior 
to joining the foundation, Mary held positions at the National Institutes of Health 
where she contributed to eff orts in developing evidence-based policies & strategies 
in support of the National Cancer Program & Autism Spectrum Disorder research.

SPEAKERS | MENTORS | JUDGES
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Janet Koster

Executive Director & Chief Executive Officer, Association for Women in Science

Janet has over 25 years of experience leading organizations in both the U.S & overseas  
with particular expertise in global gender & workforce issues. In addition to her newest book 
“Equitable Solutions for Retaining a Robust STEM Workforce: Beyond Best Practices,” 
which addresses work/life integration & satisfaction issues faced  by those in STEM careers, 
Janet has authored numerous reports & presented about issues at the nexus of gender and 
STEM. She is a Certified Association Executive, a member of the American Society of 
Association Executives and the Council of Engineering and Scientific Society Executives. 

Matthew Graham Dyor

CEO, Payboard

Matt is currently CEO at Payboard, a first-party advertising service. Prior to Payboard, 

he was the Managing Director at the Microsoft Accelerator powered by Techstars. In 

that role, he helped 20 startups build and refine their businesses by focusing on their 

customers, resulting in millions of dollars of value creation. Previously, Matt served as  

a patent attorney for Microsoft and as an infantry officer for the US Army.

SPEAKERS | MENTORS | JUDGES
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Wael Al-Delaimy Ph.D.

Chief, Division of Global Health, University of California, San Diego

Wael has a medical degree from Iraq, a PhD from New Zealand, and a post-doctoral training 

from Harvard University and also worked with the World Health Organization before joining 

UC San Diego. His research focus is in epidemiology and exposure assessment and has covered 

several major areas including tobacco, nutritional and environmental epidemiology. His more 

recent work has focused more environmental health by engaging local communities on both 

sides of the US-Mexican border in relation to soil and water toxicants and their health. 

v
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Dr. Jonathan Margolis

Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for Science, Space and Health in the Department of State’s 
Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs

Dr. Margolis currently oversees policies and programs in the areas of international 
science & technology cooperation, space & advanced technologies, and international 
health and biodefense at the Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and 
Scientific Affairs (OES), the latest position of his distinguished career within the State 
Department working in a number of divisions including: the Bureau of International 
Information Programs, the Office of the Director of Foreign Assistance, and the Office 
of Science and Technology Cooperation. He has also conducted courses at American 
University and the Foreign Service Institute on environmental policy, negotiations,
and international organizations.

Ms. Jennifer Haskell

Director, Office of Science and Technology Cooperation, U.S. Department of State

Jennifer Haskell is the Director of the Office of Science and Technology Cooperation 
at the U.S. Department of State. Previous assignments include management positions 
at U.S. embassies in the Dominican Republic, South Africa, Burkina Faso, Israel, and 
Czechoslovakia, the Narcotics Affairs Section at Embassy Mexico City, and as a Consular 
Officer in The Philippines. She has also served in the State Department’s Operations 
Center and the White House Situation Room. She graduated from the University of 
Oregon and Thunderbird School of Global Management.

U.S. Department of State GIST Team
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Dr. Sara Klucking
Global Engagement Team Lead, U.S. Department of State

Dr. Sara Klucking joined the Offi  ce of Science and Technology Cooperation in the Bureau 
of Oceans and International Environmental and Scientifi c Aff airs (OES) as the Global 
Engagement Lead. Dr. Klucking came to the Department of State from the Science
and Technology Directorate of the Department of Homeland Security where she 
managed a diverse S&T portfolio of risk analytics, simulation modeling, and health 
security projects. Her federal service began through an AAAS Science & Technology 
Policy Fellowship and included a year serving in the U.S. House of Representatives
as a Brookings Institution Legis Congressional Fellow. Dr. Klucking has a Ph.D. in
viral immunology from Harvard University and a B.A. in philosophy and biology
from Macalester College. 

Ms. Kathryn Pharr

Science, Technology, & Innovation Program Manager, U.S. Department of State 

For the past three years, Ms. Kathryn Pharr, MS & PMP, has combined her
expertise in international relations and science to implement science policy 
through international programs, including the Global Innovation through Science 
and Technology (GIST) initiative. Her current portfolio includes programs to foster 
the soft skills of international scientists and to advance careers of women in science. 
Her previous work includes building cultural awareness of the Middle East, working on 
procurement with USAID, curriculum development, and training. Ms. Pharr has helped 
a start-up sustainable natural care company receive a worldwide exclusive patent from 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Ms. Pharr earned her M.S. in analytical chemistry 
from Wake Forest University and her B.S. in chemistry and international relations from 
the College of William and Mary. 
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Dr. Alona Bachi

Science, Technology & Innovation Senior Program Officer, U.S. Department of State 

Alona Bachi’s work focuses on science policy and fostering international scientific 
engagement, including through the GIST initiative. Previously, Dr. Bachi was an 
independent consultant and research scholar at the Center for Science Diplomacy, the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). Her federal service began 
as an AAAS Science & Technology Policy Fellow at the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. She worked closely with White House subcommittees, served as a lead reviewer 
for USAID’s Middle East Regional Cooperation (MERC) grant program, and taught and 
led workshops on international S&T engagement in the Broader Middle East and North 
Africa region. Prior to that, as a social entrepreneur, she initiated and managed citizen 
science conservation projects and led a UNESCO-funded program to promote regional 
use of solar energy in off-the-grid villages in the Middle East. She earned her Ph.D. 
in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology from the University of Arizona, where she then 
worked as a researcher and adjunct lecturer and applied her findings to conservation  
and policymaking. 

U.S. Department of State GIST Team
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Lori Brutten

Senior Advisor to the Department of State’s Offi  ce of Science and Technology Cooperation

In addition to creating the State Department- led Global Innovation through Science 
and Technology (GIST) Network partnership, Lori has created and led several other 
Department of State public-private partnerships designed to repeatedly engage and 
support foreign youth. She has a demonstrated track record in building and leading 
teams, program development/management, and establishing coalitions to advance 
foreign policy objectives. Prior to joining STC, Lori served in several other State 
Department divisions including the Bureaus of International Information Programs and 
Management. She joined the State Department as a Presidential Management Fellow (a 
national competition for federal positions), and is a recipient of Superior and Meritorious 
awards. She holds a Masters in Public Aff airs from Southern Illinois University-Carbondale 
and a Bachelor of Arts in Criminal Justice from Indiana University-Bloomington. 

Mr. Luke Thompson

Program Analyst, U.S. Department of State

Luke Thompson designs, implements, and oversees foreign assistance programs in 
the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental 
and Scientifi c Aff airs. He works to address pressing global challenges in energy, 
health, and natural resources through championing the role of science, technology, 
and innovation in strengthening relationships, informing policy decisions, solving 
problems, and stimulating economic growth. Previously, Mr. Thompson managed a 
grant program at Boston University that commercialized biomedical innovations with 
the aim of improving patient outcomes through accelerated translation of applied 
research to medical practice. Mr. Thompson holds a dual masters degree in international 
relations and environmental policy, with a focus on international development and its 
intersection with the water sector. 
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Dr. Vaughan Turekian 
Tech-I International Advisor 
Chief International Officer, Editor-in-Chief; “Science & Diplomacy”

As Chief International Officer, Dr. Vaughan Turekian leads, develops and coordinates 
the broad range of AAAS’s international activities, including high-level partnerships 
with China, Brazil, Europe and Japan. He is also the Founding Director of the Center 
for Science Diplomacy, which aims to bring together stakeholders from the scientific 
and foreign policy communities to identify ways to better apply science cooperation to 
building relationships between and among nations. In 2011 Dr. Turekian became the 
founding Editor-in-Chief of Science and Diplomacy Quarterly, the first ever open access 
publication dedicated to looking at issues at the interface of science and foreign policy.

Dr. Edward Derrick 
Tech-I Societal Impact and Ethics Advisor 
Director, Center of Science, Policy & Society Programs (CSPSP)

Dr. Edward Derrick is the director of the Center of Science, Policy & Society Programs 
which bridges the science and engineering community on one side, and policymakers 
and the interested public on the other. The programs address an array of topics in 
science and society, including the interplay of science with religion, law and human 
rights; they also connect scientists and policymakers through programs in science 
and government, including the S&T Policy Fellowship program; and help improve the 
conduct of research through peer review and discussion of standards of responsible 
conduct. As chief program director, Dr. Derrick oversees the programs, which combined 
have a staff of about 35 and an annual budget of over $20 million, and serves as a 
member of senior management at AAAS.

AAAS advisors

v
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Dr. Yolanda L. Comedy
Tech-I Societal Impact and Ethics Advisor
Director, Center for Advancing Science & Engineering Capacity (CASEC)

Dr. Yolanda L. Comedy is the Director of the Center for Advancing Science & 
Engineering Capacity and independent consultant working on science and technology 
issues including policy; cybersecurity; space commercialization; science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics (STEM) education and diversity; and business strategy. 
For more than fi fteen years she has worked in both the public and private sectors on 
critical public policy issues, primarily in science and technology policy.

Dr. Mark Milutinovich
Tech-I Competition Evalutation and Metrics Oversight
Program Director, Research Competitiveness Program (RCP)

Dr. Mark Milutinovich is Program Director of the RCP, part of the Center of Science, 
Policy, and Society Programs at AAAS. As Program Director, Mark directly manages 
teams for approximately 30 projects per year, both domestic and international, that 
provided review and guidance services to numerous university and state-wide programs 
focused on research and innovation. 

Mr. Michael J. Cheetham
Tech-I Entrepreneurship and Innovation Advisor
Director, International Science & Technology Partnerships

Michael Cheetham has over twenty years experience building and managing 
international public-private partnerships across the spectrum of science, engineering 
and health. A particular focus of his work is on support of innovation, entrepreneurship 
and technology commercialization programs and interdisciplinary research eff orts. 

AAAS advisors
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Jennifer Roderick 
Tech-I Project Director 
AAAS Program Associate

Jennifer Roderick is a Program Associate in the Center for Science, Technology and 
Security Policy (CSTSP). Her work at CSTSP focuses on strategic air power, emerging 
science and technologies, and building international science collaborations. Prior to 
AAAS, Jennifer previously served as a Commissioned Officer in U.K. Royal Air Force for 
six years as an aerospace battle manager. Jennifer has an MSci from University College 
London in Astrophysics and an MSc from Missouri State University in Defense and 
Strategic Studies. 

Cristine Geers 
Tech-I Deputy Project Director 
AAAS Program Associate

Cristine Geers is a Program Associate in the International Office focused on science 
and development across the world with specific emphasis in Central Asia. Prior to 
her current position, she worked as an independent analyst for the U.S. Trade and 
Development Agency’s Middle East, North Africa, and Sub-Saharan Africa programs.  
She holds a M.A. in European and Eurasian Studies with a specialization in economics 
from George Washington University and has worked extensively on projects in Central 
Asia—focusing on issues of regional trade, development, and conflict resolution. 

AAAS Tech-I Team
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Stay Connected with GIST

gistnetwork.org

/ gistnet @gistnetwork


